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1. よむこと

I spend most of my time reading.



2. ながめる

And looking out from the windows of my life.



3. あそび

Sometimes at night, I play a bit, but not too much. 

Just to feel that hollowness.



4. ストレッチ

I do body stretches in the morning.



5. くせ

I'm quite tall for my age; that's why I usually find
myself peering outside.



6. しあわせ

I love to take naps in the afternoon, after lunch. 

Happiness is hearing the voices of my parents
arguing about nothing in the kitchen.



7. しずかなショック

I read the news on my mobile. 

The latest is that my boyfriend left me...



8. ひま

I lean out from the balcony and watch people and
cars, smelling the rust on the handrail. 

Yes, the air and the sun have a scent.



9. きがえ

Every morning I have the feeling that I am being
stared at while I stare at something, a detail, a little
nothing.



10. おもいで

This is an image of me in Switzerland.



11. げんざい

And back in Japan, just after the school year had
started.



12. おふろ

I have been growing my hair since middle school. 

Now it takes a long time to dry after my evening
bath.



13. ひみつに



14. ゆめ

My dream is to become an airline pilot!



15. げんじつ

But I can also see myself driving a delivery truck. 

That wouldn't be too bad either.
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